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We acknowledge the 
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where 
our centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to 
country. We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend 
that respect to all Aboriginal peoples. 
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Service Context
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Statement of Philosophy

Context
Enter your site philosophy in the box below, or alternatively attach as 
an additional document via the Comment option under the Tools tab
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community



Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will

provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Quality Improvement Plan for 



Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1:
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 3:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Priority NQS links Key steps Timeline Resources Responsibility

National Quality Framework priorities 
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal

Name

Date

Name

Date

Approved by governing council chairperson

Name

Date

Approved by education director 


	Service approval number: SE - 00010594
	Service Context: Madison Park Kindergarten is a stand-alone Department for Education service located within the Adelaide suburb of Salisbury East. We offer sessional preschool for children in the local community in their eligible year before commencing school.  All children attend a total of 15 hours per week (a combination of 2 full days and a half day session) on Mondays, Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday. Full day session times are from 8:55am to 2:55 pm and the half day session times end at 11:55am.  First established in 1975 we have a long tradition of providing high quality early childhood education. Staff, families and the community work in partnership to develop programmes that are responsive to the learning needs and development of children. Children are respected, valued and challenged in their learning.  Our  practice  and play centred curriculum is guided by the following frameworks and pedagogies;  · Early Years Learning Framework, Being, Belonging, Becoming. · The Preschool Literacy and Numeracy Indicators and guidebooks · Keeping Children safe: Child Protection Curriculum· Respect, Reflect and Relate, Assessing for Learning and Development in the Early Years using Observation Scales.  · National Quality Framework -Pre-Lit Programme and structured phonological awareness- Interoception toolkit - Nature and loose parts play pedagogy  Our  2021 learning improvement plan is focused on developing strong foundations for oral language and phonological awareness.Contact Details: Madision Park Kindergarten 29 Piccadilly Road, Salisbury East SA 5109 Ph: 8258 8939  https://www.preschools.sa.gov.au/madison-park-kindergarten https://www.facebook.com/madison.parkkindy.3
	PriorityRow1: Create Interoception spaces to support children's developing self-regulation and well-being. 
	NQS linksRow1: 1.1.1 - Improved learning framework 
	TimelineRow1: By end of Term 1
	ResourcesRow1: Investigate interoception grant. 
	ResponsibilityRow1: Jo and all staff. 
	TimelineRow2: By the end of Term 1
	ResourcesRow2: 
	ResponsibilityRow2: All educators 
	PriorityRow2: Improving communication methods with families. 
	NQS linksRow2: 1.3.3 - Information for families 
	TimelineRow3: By the end Term 1 
	ResourcesRow3: Links with MPK Plink Interoception toolkit 
	ResponsibilityRow3: All educators 
	TimelineRow4: Each week 
	ResourcesRow4: Facebook, ipads 
	ResponsibilityRow4: Heather and Jo 
	TimelineRow5: fortnight 
	ResourcesRow5: 
	ResponsibilityRow5: Heather and Jo 
	NQS linksRow3: 
	TimelineRow6: Term 1 
	ResourcesRow6: Signs for key learning areas. 
	ResponsibilityRow6: Heather and Jo
	TimelineRow7: 
	ResourcesRow7: 
	ResponsibilityRow7: 
	TimelineRow8: 
	Upload School Logo Here: 
	Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice: 1.1.1 The service implements an emergent play curriculum that maximises each child's learning and development opportunities. The service implements the principles, practices and learning outcomes of the Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF) along with Preschool Numeracy and Literacy Indicators, Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) concepts within an active learning environment.  1.1.2 Each child's knowledge, ideas, culture, abilities and interests are consistently incorporated and actively drive all aspects of the program. Children's well-being underpins everything we do at the site, which ensures children's full engagement in the curriculum. Educator's value input to the learning programme through informal and formal conversations with parents, children and other caregivers. A child's ideas/ interests becomes the focus for extended learning as we find out what they know, plan where to from there thereby providing inspiration for collaboration on projects of interest.   1.1.3 Our programme vales the importance of play as the driving force for children's engagement and learning. The outdoor and indoor environment is equally important to children's well-being & learning and we work towards giving children choice and opportunities to select their own materials, resources and activities that they value. Educators listen and respond to children through the course of the day and assist children in working on individual ideas and group projects. 1.2 Children's Voice is highly valued as we listen to and follow children's interest balanced with intentional teaching strategies whereby educators create opportunities for enquiry - where children can ask questions, consider possibilities and collaborate to solve problems. Educators have reflected deeply on the importance of providing children opportunities `for self-directed and uninterrupted learning' with this in mind the timetable reflects greater flexibility. 1.3 Educators critically reflect on both individuals and groups of children. Reflections drive the implementation, review and revision of the program. Focus groups are implemented at the service and assist educators in collating observations and planning for learning. Critical reflection on individual children is captured in photos, learning stories, and educator discussions. Additionally educators continue to engage in a variety of professional development opportunities including LDAR which has assisted them on improving the documentation of children's learning. We seek parent input about children's progress and documentation about their learning.  
	Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety: 2.1.1 Each child's comfort is provided for and there is a range of opportunities for both individuals and groups that effectively meet each child's needs for rest and relaxation. Quiet spaces are set up in the indoor and outdoor spaces for children to rest and relax or engage in solitary play. The lunch routine provides a time for rest and engagement in quiet activities.  Interoception areas are emerging in the environment and we intentionally teach children appropriate self-regulation strategies.  2.1.2 Throughout the year safe hygiene practices are actively modelled and explicitly taught to the children- hand washing, flushing toilets, use of tissues for coughing and sneezing. Preventative steps are in place in controlling the incidence and spread of infectious diseases are embedded. The service accesses the You've Got What? guidelines for current health information and factsheets on illnesses which are sourced for families. Educators follow SA Health and Department directives to implement an appropriate COVID Risk Assessment. The Department for Education liaises closely with SA Health  provides timely and accurate health information. We work in partnership within our leadership structure (ED, ECL and CE) to disseminate updated information to educators, families and the community. 2.1.3 Educators work with families to ensure appropriate health care plans so that risk assessments are in place for children with medical conditions. Educators seek support from department regulatory advisors and health practitioners to ensure correct procedures are followed. Professional development is sourced in a timely manner if children have specific health conditions that require additional knowledge to ensure safety and well being. 2.1.3 Educators work within legislative requirements. Educators inform families on new legislation pertaining to immunisation. Educators support families on the process of obtaining Immunisation History Statements from Medicare. Management (Department for Education) provides administration time to ensure new immunisation requirements are in place and accurate, up to date records are maintained. 2.1.3 Emergency evacuation plans are practised every term and are completed twice in Term 1 if children are unfamiliar with procedures. A checklist is utilised to ensure all aspects of the procedures are implemented and educators engage children in learning about the procedures. Educators discuss the process with children and families and as part of the Keeping Children Safe Curriculum, engaging children in learning experiences linked to the procedures.  
	Quality Area 3: Physical Environment: 3.1.1 The outdoor and indoor spaces have been carefully planned and gradually updated over the years, offering a well kept building and well maintained grounds for children's use.  Outdoor area is large and includes a play platform, natural cubby, small and large shrubs and trees to enhance exploration and invite solitary or group play. Outdoor area includes large sandpit, bike path, swings and swing set to encourage gross motor development. Vegetable garden and raised garden boxes for easy access. Exterior ramps into site as well as toilet area to assist with children who may require wheelchair access. Indoor area allows small group work, large group work & individual play -large space available including lunch area and flexibility of space.  3.1.2 Resources  are monitored materials and  examined and new purchases are made where appropriate. A daily inspection checklist is conducted to ensure equipment and resources, and environment are safe and well maintained. Educators monitor equipment and seek appropriate action when identifying hazards such as pest control measures. A Pest controller visits the site bi- annually to monitor for white ants and other pests. Tree audits also ensure the safety of the outdoor environment. Educators regularly discuss WHS issues pertaining to the maintenance of the service during staff meetings and informally in discussions. Parents are encouraged to volunteer and offer their support in end of term clean up and during the term for odd jobs.   3.2.1 & 3.2.2 The outdoor and indoor environments have been upgraded to provide inviting and thoughtful play spaces for children. The sandpit shade cloth, the veranda shade cloth have been upgraded. The  eastern veranda has been enclosed with awnings to provide extra outdoor space during wet weather. Over the years educational outdoor consultants have been used to critically reflect on and plan challenging, engaging play spaces for children.  Facilities are designed to allow children to be the leaders in their own learning providing spaces and opportunities to build on fine and gross motor, problem solving, hypothesising and experimenting, exploratory play, interoception, relaxation, repetition and practice to consolidate learning.  3.2.3 Children help to look after the kindergarten environment by caring for our animals maintaining the vegetables and plants in our garden. We have embedded  sustainable practices in the programme, children are encouraged to `reduce, reuse, and recycle'. The  children  are encouraged to recycle their plastic containers/lids and bring 'nude food'. Families also collect plastic lids to be reused in the kindergarten.  Children are involved in genuine experiences such as caring for the animals that live at our kindergarten- green tree frog, hens, fish and stick insects. Children participate in our ‘Acknowledgement of Country' and pledge to care for the environment. We regularly access a local 'nature play" reserve and intentionally teach children to care and respect the environment at bush kindy. We encourage parent participation in our nature play programme. 
	Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements: 4.1.1 Educators at Madison Park Kindergarten have a love of learning and inspire children to do their best by working as a team, Educators model this by being respectful and collaborative in their actions.  Madison Park Kindergarten Statement of Practice acknowledges this professionalism and it is embedded in practice.  4.1.2 We utilise a core group of permanent and casual staff that are committed to the service and also make themselves available for additional work when it arises which we consider a benefit.  Our regular relief team as well as new educators to the centre have commented on the strong relationships and friendly atmosphere that exists at our service and express positivity in returning for relief or contract work.  Respect is a core value of Madison Park kindergarten and we work as a team to create an environment where staff, children and families are respected, valued and included.  4.2.1 Educators demonstrate a high level of collaboration and consistently communicate with one another, notifying each other of their movements between the indoor and outdoor environments. All educators are aware of their roles and responsibility and actively work together in delivering the program. Educators are encouraged to learn from one another and to attend professional development as a team to continuosly improve practice.  Educators are committed to improving their practice and Professional Development is highly valued - funding is released by the service for educators to undertake training opportunities. Our staff meetings are a time to share successes and challenges, plan for future learning as well as affirm the important work we undertake with children.  We value the importance of a safe place to discuss, debate and share ideas on our pedagogy and practice.  Educators follow the organisations Code of Ethics and are also bound by practices outlined in the Early Childhood Code of Ethics and the UN convention on the Rights of the child.  4.2.2 Professional standards are embedded in the service practice. The service implements the DfE code of conduct and staff professional conduct is facilitated through a cohesive team environment. The service philosophy statement underpins the practice of educators as they strive to always be reflective and improve practice. A positive staff team supports the implementation and practice of high expectation for teaching and learning.     
	Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children: 5.1.1 Building a sense of `Belonging' is a primary goal for the educators at this service and underpins our interactions with the children. Educators greet children and families when they arrive at preschool. Educators consistently encourage and support children to engage in meaningful, open interactions that enhances their acquisition of skills for life and learning. Educators take responsibility to maintain a warm, safe, nurturing environment which allows children to thrive. 5.1.2 The dignity and rights of every child are consistently supported and promoted at all times. Educators support children in actively taking on roles within routines, fostering their independence and sense of responsibility.  5.2.1 Collaborative learning opportunities are effectively facilitated and multiple opportunities are available for children to work with, learn from and help others. Learning experiences are set up in the indoor and outdoor environment. Snack and lunch time also provides opportunities for engaging in social learning and educators facilitate and support their conversations. Group times are also opportunities for children to come together and engage in group learning facilitated by educators which include children's participation and engagement in song, recall of experiences, and shared reading.  Madison Park Kindergarten's programme uses a collaborative planning approach that directly involves children's ideas as they are observed, documented and extended upon. 5.2.2 We value behaviour guidance as an important learning opportunity and trauma informed practices are at the heart of our practice. We have a common approach to positively supporting and guiding children's behaviour - connection before correction.  Educators support children to communicate their grievances/feelings with each other and role model assertive communication and language where appropriate. We recognise that behaviour is a form of communication.  
	Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities: 6.1.1 Families are actively involved in the service and participate in the service Governing Council. A comprehensive enrolment process is in place that involves active communication and consultation with new families. On enrolment families are given packs which are also provided in different languages and families fill out a questionnaire about their child's individual needs. Information is provided to families about key policies, healthy eating and the keeping children safe curriculum.  6.1.2 Families expertise is actively sought and valued as they share in the decision making of their child's learning and well-being. Upon enrolment families provide individual information about their child and then throughout the year family expertise is gathered and used to understand the  child in the context of their family and community. Additionally, relationships with families are established and strongly supported by educators. Families are encouraged to to have conversations with educators.  Families are encouraged to contribute to service decisions by providing feedback about Children's Portfolios, children's progress in their learning stories and collaborative floor books. 6.1.3 Current information about community services is provided at the service in a health and community information folder. Pamphlets are also available for families about community news in the local area and Parenting SA fact sheets. Additionally, if families need specialised information educators can assist with referrals to appropriate services.   6.2.1 Transitions are systematically promoted with the sharing of information supporting the formation of collaborative strategies across sites. Educators have well established relationships with feeder schools in the local area and a staff member is released to support children with additional needs with their transition to school. Meetings are held with school principals and teachers to support the sharing of information across sites. Transitions are a priority with their DfE local partnership plan supporting the continuity of children's learning across sites.   
	Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership: 7.1.1 The service statement of philosophy is reviewed every year and involves child, parent and staff input. The question of `What matters to you?' is asked of staff and families and assists in the review. Children draw pictures of what is important to them and educators made a conscious effort to engage deeper with families to ensure the quality of their engagement.  7.1.2 Well-managed systems are in place ensuring the effective operation of a quality service. The service accesses DfE centralised systems, such as Business manager, Early Years System (EYS), the Human Resources (HR) platform, work, health and safety systems and Incident and Response Management System (IRMS).  7.2.1 In Term 1 the Governing Council members receive information on the preceding years Annual Report, copy of the Preschool Quality Improvement Plan (PQIP) to be discussed and a draft budget. These documents are viewed, discussed, adjusted and ratified by Governing Council.  7.2.1 Educators work together on the PQIP to review the document throughout the year. Two full closure days are utilised by the site to complete the self-assessment process and we have worked with DfE leadership (ECL) in developing and implementing the document. The PQIP is available at the site for families to view and it is a detailed document with learning improvement, challenge of practice and clear success measures to monitor progress.  7.2.3 Individual development plans are linked to the service's Quality Improvement Plan (PQIP) goals and individuals professional goals. The DfE template is utilised and for teachers and links are made to the Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL) standards. 
	PriorityRow3: 
	TimelineRow9: 
	ResourcesRow8: 
	ResourcesRow9: 
	ResponsibilityRow8: 
	ResponsibilityRow9: 
	KeyStepsRow1: Establish interoception zones in the learning environment. 
	KeyStepsRow2: Explicitly teach children to use spaces appropriately.
	KeyStepsRow3: Interoception PD for all staff. 
	KeyStepsRow4: 2021 closed facebook group - Weekly highlights. Investigate other modes. 
	KeyStepsRow5: Display of fortnightly program outdoors. 
	KeyStepsRow6: information about intentional learning spaces provided to families. 
	KeyStepsrow7: 
	KeyStepsRow8: 
	KeyStepsRow9: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 1: Improve children's oral language and phonological awareness. 
	Goal 1 Challenge of practice: If we explicitly teach vocabulary, rhyme, syllables, initial sounds and phonemes, then we will see an improvement in oral language and phonological awareness skills. 
	Goal 1 Action 1: Develop and strengthen partnerships with local schools. Collaborate on learning priorities, share information and resources.
	Goal 1 Action 2: Develop educators knowledge and understanding of oral language and phonological awareness. 
	Goal 1 Action 3: Educators will explicitly teach vocabulary, rhyme, syllables, initial sounds and phonemes.
	Goal 1 Action 4: Educators will use assessment tools to track and monitor all children's oral language and phonological awareness development. 
	Goal 1 NQS links 1:  1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 3.2.2, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 6.1.1, 7
	Goal 1 NQS links 2:  1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 3.2.2, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 6.1.1, 7.2.1, 7.2.2 7.2.3.5.1.2, 6.2.1, 6.2.3. 
	Goal 1 NQS links 3:   .1.1, 1.1.2, 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 3.2.2, 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 6.1.1, 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3.
	Goal 1 NQS links 4: 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.3.1, 1.3.2, 3.2.2, 4.2.1, 4.2.2 6.1.17.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3. 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3.7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3.
	Goal 1 Timeline 1: ongoing
	Goal 1 Timeline 2: Ongoing from term 1 
	Goal 1 Timeline 3: Ongoing - from Term 1
	Goal 1 Timeline 4: Ongoing - From Term 1. 
	Goal 1 Resources 1: Orbis PD, DfE speech pathologists (Erin & Tania) Individual PDP goals. Staffing - TRT/ECW release. 
	Goal 1 Resources 2: Professional development and reading. Shared at team meetings. Lit Summit  Speech Path, Anne Bayetto 
	Goal 1 Resources 3: Pre-Lit, Structured PA activities. Extra ECW funding support for targeted PA and speech. 
	Goal 1 Resources 4: PASM, TROLL Anecdotal records, speech assessments & reports. 
	Goal 1 Responsibility 1: Jo in collaboration with leaders  in the Salisbury Partnership.
	Goal 1 Responsibility 2: Jo to plan budget with oral language and PA priorities(staffing,  PD, PDPs/ PLCs). 
	Goal 1 Responsibility 3: All educators - Jo, Heather, Catherine, Natalina, Hane and Shivali. 
	Goal 1 Responsibility 4: Jo and Heather 
	Goal 1 Success Criteria: Anecdotal data and complementary assessments will show growth in children’s oral language skills  and phonological awareness. Evidence from PASM, TROLL and anecdotal observations show growth in vocabulary, rhyme and understanding of syllables and phonemes. 
	Goal 2 Action 2: 
	Goal 2 Action 3: 
	Goal 2 Action 4: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 2: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 3: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 4: 
	Goal 2 Resources 2: 
	Goal 2 Resources 3: 
	Goal 2 Resources 4: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 2: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 3: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 4: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 2: 
	Goal 2 Challenge of practice: 
	Goal 2 Action 1: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 1: 
	Goal 2 Timeline 1: 
	Goal 2 Resources 1: 
	Goal 2 Responsibility 1: 
	Goal 2 Success Criteria: 
	Goal 3 Action 1: 
	Goal 3 Action 2: 
	Goal 3 Action 3: 
	Goal 3 Action 4: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 2: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 3: 
	Goal 2 NQS links 4: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 1: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 2: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 3: 
	Goal 3 NQS links 4: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 1: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 2: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 3: 
	Goal 3 Timeline 4: 
	Goal 3 Resources 1: 
	Goal 3 Resources 2: 
	Goal 3 Resources 3: 
	Goal 3 Resources 4: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 1: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 2: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 3: 
	Goal 3 Responsibility 4: 
	Goal 3 Success Criteria: 
	Learning improvement plan goal 3: 
	Goal 3 Challenge of practice: 
	Director Name: Jo Delmenico 
	Approval date: 14/12/2020
	Governing council name: 
	Governing council Date: 
	Education director name: 
	Education director date: 
	Service name: Madison Park Kindergarten 
	acknowledgement: Kaurna 
	Enter Year Here: 2021
	Statement of Philosophy: At Madison Park Kindergarten we acknowledge and respect that we live, play and learn on the land of the Kaurna people and recognise their cultural and spiritual connection with the land, waters and community. We strongly value children's engagement with nature and support this through loose parts play, Bush Kindy and nature play. Site based research has indicated that children's well-being, oral language development, respect and engagement has improved through these activities. We recognise that children learn through play when they are highly engaged and flourish when provided multiple experiences to consolidate their learning. Play activities provide children the agency to explore and stretch their thinking, take risks and work collaboratively, as they are encouraged to initiate, lead and plan their learning. Educators use open ended questions and intentional teaching to support literacy and numeracy development. Children are supported in their emotional and social development to build skills in sharing, collaborating and negotiating. We incorporate Interoception practices to support and develop learner well-being, self-regulation and learning engagement. We maintain a collaborative culture by respecting and valuing each other's strengths and capabilities to support children's individual learning. We engage in professional development and collaborative reflective practice.  We recognise families as the first and primary educators of children and work in partnership to support each child. (Updated February, 2021) 
	QIP Site name: Madison Park Kindergarten 


